Japan has been debating to amend its Constitution - the document that has guided its security, diplomacy, politics, Society and traditional Culture. The effort has been expedited by the Japanese establishment following the end of Cold war. The impelling factor behind the move has been to establish itself as a powerful nation commensurate with its economic strength. With the criticism of its Checkbook diplomacy during the 1990 gulf war it has realized that the “soft power” alone can not help it gain an influential position in the comity of nations and a combination of soft and “hard power” is necessary. The talk of expansion of United Nations Security Council and its aspiration to get a permanent seat has also triggered the debate. The Japanese administration is aware of the fact that because of War renouncing Article 9 of its Constitution, it lacks a legal framework to respond militarily to a conflict which is a primary mandate of the UNSC’s peace enforcing missions. And whenever it has presented the demand to gain a permanent berth in the powerful international body, its ally the US has always reminded it that it lacks the ability to assume the kind of responsibility the UNSC plays. The then US secretary of State Collin Powell had gone on record saying that to get the US support it has to amend Article 9. Thus the pressure comes both from its ally and within the LDP hawks to amend the Constitution.

In the post Cold war period successive Japanese government has taken many steps to revise its pacifist Constitution which includes setting up Constitutional Research Commission in both the Diet (which concluded its finding in 2005) and enacting a bill (in 2007) to decide ways how to put the Constitution on referendum by 2010.

As the establishment debated the Constitution, media, pressure groups and political parties unveiled their complete proposal suggesting how the US imposed 1947 constitution should be revised, which gave another vigour and twist to the debate. Pacifist groups however, have been strengthening their rank and file to oppose tooth and nail any amendment. Thus real show down between the revisionist and pacifist would be seen if Constitution is put on referendum.
Another factor which has checked Japan to go slow on the move is the strong reaction from its neighbour and erstwhile colonies who view Constitutional amendment as lifting the checks on its greater remilitarization. Whether Japan achieves a Constitutional revision goal or not flexible reinterpretation (which has been done many times) has made the Constitutional “spirit” redundant. The only thing Japanese establishment wants to do now is change the “letter” so no body questions the Constitutional spirit.

The period of this research is from 1991-2006; however, since the research concludes in mid 2009, the researcher thought it appropriate to look the issues up till mid 2009 so that the debate do not loses relevance.
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